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In recent experiments new records for superconducting transition tempe
ratures T c in oxide superconductors have been obtained: T c 30 -:-40 K in 
thl~ La-Ba-C\rO /1-31 and La-Sr-Cu~ 141 systems and Tc = 93 K in 
the Y-Ba-Gu-O /5.61 system. (For addi.tional references see these papers). 
As has been shown in the sub$equent papers 17-9; a two-dimensional cha
racter of electron spectrum, that brings about a Peierls instability in a pure 
La Cu0

4
, and strong-deformation potentials can offer the possibility of

2
enhancement of Tc in these materials. The anharmonic soft modes, struc
tural instability and interfacial effects arising from mixed phases 151 also 
phlY an essential role, as generally accepted, in reaching a record value of Tc' 

To explain considerable enhancement of T c in structurally unstable 
systems an anharmonic model for high T c superconductors has been propos
ed in 110/. In this model highly anharmonic quasi-local vibrations in a double
well potential with large amplitudes d »J<u~were admitted (here <u 2> is 
a' mean-square displacement of ions in the harmonic approximation). Since 
the effective electron-electron coupling A is proportional to square of ion 
displacements, the anharmonic coupling constant As is much larger than 
Aph in the harmonic approximation: As/'\ph- d 2/<u2 > »1 (see (8) below). 
This model was employed in 111/ to estimate the enhancement of T c in metal 
glasses and to explain the inverse isotope effect in the Zr, Hf-iH,D) sys
tems/12/. The paper 113/ should also be pointed out where T c '" 100 K 
was obtained in this model for a sufficiently high concentration of two-level 
anharmonic excitations. 

In the present paper the high-temperature superconductivity in oxide 
materials is considered on the basis of the anharmonic model /l 01 . According 
to the results of electronic-structure calculations 18.91 the strong coupling 
of the oxygen bond-stretching modes with electrons is maintained. In the 
tetragonal phase a planar breathing type displacement of oxygen atoms coup
led with tilting of CuOs octahedra (the latter being frozen in the orthorhom
bic phase 17/) as well as a planar B 19 mode of oxygen atoms due to the Jahn
Teller effect for Cu 2 ... , are highly anharmonic. The ferroelectric mode of 
eu:;" or Cu3 • can also be very anharmonic as in other perovskites of BaTi03 
type. Consedering for simplicity only one local anharmonic normal mode 
(e.g., breathing type) we write down the Hamiltonian of the model in the 
pseudo-spin notation/ 101 : 
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where 0 = E a - E 8 >0 is the energy difference of the lowest two levels in the 
anharmonic double-well potential: the anti-symmteric ( lJI a) and symmetric 
(lJI8 ) ones; C f m. is an effective coupling for the excitations in different lattice 
cells t •m. Sf is the pseudospin operator for S 1/2 acting in the (lJIs' lJIa ) 
space. The interaction of electron with anharmonic ion vibrations is also writ
ten in the pseudospin representation: 

a ...... a SI + aH e_
8 

1: Vif (p, P')2x sa qa~ p'u (2) 
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where the deformation potential is given by ... 
a 1 iqf... a ... ... ... 

V... = -=1: e <p Iv UU +r)lp' >, 
q IN e r 

and X~a =: <lJIs 1xf IlJIa > is the matrix element for the local normal mode 
displacement XU between the states lJI 8 and lJIa.' The interaction of electrons 
with acoustic p~onons and other harmonic phonon moqes as well as .~lectron
electron Coulomb interaction can be allowed for in the framework of the well
known electron-phonon theory of superconductivity /14/. 

By applying the double-time Green function method /15/ the Eliashberg
type equation can easily be obtained (see/ 10,11/ ) for the anharmonic model 
(1), (2) and the coupling constant can be calculated: 

2-+ 2.... _ 
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where J1 is the deformation potential averaged over the Fermi surface SF' 
The averaged static susceptibility for the anharmonic mode is given by 

Xs =: X:-(q) '" (2d)20SZ/E~. (4) 

Here 2d = 21 :it sal is the characteristic distance between two minima of the 
anharmonic double-well potential, S z= <Sf> = (O/2h)tanh(h/2kT) , h 2 = 

o2 + (C(O) <s; » 2 and the excitation spectrum in the lattice 

2 ... Z 1 2Eq '" 0[0 + C(q)S ] + (C(O) <Se » , (5) 

where C(q) is the Fourier transform of Cern in (1). For T> To (To is the 
temperature of structural phase transition to the distorted state with <S;>f. 0) 

- -22 
one has E2.. q "" E~ q ",0 and for the static susceptibility one gets: 

2d2 0 (4a)
X8 .. "0 tanh 2'k'T" 

To compare A8 (3) with Aph in the harmonic approximatioI\ we write the 
latter in the same form as (3) and (4) 

-r (6)Aph = N(O) J ph Xph l'/ph Xph • 

where the static susceptibility for the harmonic phonons 

2 . hw1 2 .< U > tanh __ 
= (7)Xph 

Mw 2 h;;;- -- 2k T 

Here we introduce the mean-square displacement of ions < u2 > = ctv2 MWl x 
x COtanh (t;;J12l1:T) in the harmonic approximation witb averaged frequen

cy ;.~=5.By assuming J;h '" :rs2 and 0 ",11(;; one gets the estimation 

2 (8)'" x /x h'" d / <ul~ > ~ 10,A8 /A ph 8 p

where values <u 2 > .,10-3 A2and d ~ 0.1 Acan be taken from Debye-Waller 
factors in harmonic crystal and from atomic displacements at structural phase 
transition, respectively. 

It is interesting to point out that structural transformation suppresses 
this enhancement of As and hence Tc. Since for T <To <S; >:';0 in (5) the 
spectrum of excitation becomes more hard, the susceptibility X (4) decreases 
thus suppressing A8 (3) (for details see 110/). B 

Now we can estimate As for the La(Y)-Ba-CU-o systems on the basis 
of the obtained formulae. To calculate Tc we use the formula in the interme
diate coupling limit proposed in! 181 

k T c '" 0.05 0 ( A s - 0.25). (9) 

For further estimations the Coulomb contribution /1.* as well as contributions 
from acoustic phonon modes Aph will be neglected since usually A ph - ",* « 1. 

To calculate A8 one should know three parameters 118, d and 0 in (3), 
(4a). According to the results of electronic-structure calculations for La-Ba
Cu-o system 18/ one can adopt for density of states N(O) at E F: N(O) = 
= 1.3 states/eV. cell and for the deformation potential for breathing mode 
J 8'" 1.6-3.9 eVt'A near the BZ boundary. But it is very difficult at present 

to propose some reliable value for the averaged value of 118 - N(O) Js
2 for the 

considered anharmonic mode. Therefore we take for crude estimations 118 ~ 
~ 2 e V / A2 that seems reasonable (compare, e.g., with 11 8 ... 2.4 e V /l2 for 

,3 
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superconducting Pb). For the energy of anhannonic vibrations n one can 
take some average values of optic mode frequencies in perovskites, n '" 25 meV. 
Then, if one chooses d'" 0.14 Ain (4a), one gets .\ '" 3 and T c '" 40 K for the 
anhannonic model of La-Ba-CU-o system. The adopted value of d seems 
to be reasonable in comparision with oxygen atoms displacements in the or
thorhombic ,rhase of La-Ba-cu-o: d '" 0.2 A, due to 5° tilting of the Cu06 
octahedra17 . For the same values of TJ s '" 2 eV/A 2" n '" 25 meV but with 
d '" 0.3 A one gets As= 1 and Tc '" 100 K that can be compared with T c '" 93 K 
in the Y-Ba-CU-o system IS. 6/ • In the latter system some additional highly 
anhannonic local vibrations due to structutal instabillty and interfacial effects 
arising from mixed phases lSI may also be of great importance as in the glass 
state /11/ . The upper limit for Tcin the present model one can get by choosing 
the higher value forTJs"" 7eV/A2(as in the traI1$ition metals), Then for 
12 .. 25 meV and d", 0.3 .x one gets As'" 27 and T c '" 270 K by using the 
formulae /17 f: kTc '" 0.18 Ol\ in the si;J;ong coupling limit (A> 10). 

In conclusion, experiments /1-6/ show that high temperature super
conductivity of oxyde perovskites can be understood in essential in the frame
work of the eleci;J;on-phonon mechanism though at larger electron-phonon 
coupling constant. The proposed model gives principal explanation of this 
enhancement of ,\ due to strongly anhannonic vibration of ions. 

The estimations given above for As on the basis of the presently known 
parameters allow us to obtain the experimentally observed results for T c for 
the La-Ba-CU-o system as well as for the Y-Ba-Cu-o system. To get 
more reliable numerical results for these new materials in the framework of the 
proposed model some additional experimental information is needed concern
ing phonon spectrum, anhannonic parameters of lattice vibration, etc., that 
can be obtained from X-ray or neui;J;on scattering investigation on a single 
crystal. 

The authors are grateful to Academician N.N.Bogolubov for fruitful 
discussions. 
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nnaKHAa H.M., AKceHOB B.JI., .IlpeKcnep lli .JI. 
AHrapMOHHqecKM MOAeJib caepxnposo,nHHKos 
c BbiCOKOH Tc 

E17-87-198 

3aMeTHoe nosbiWeHHe TeMnepaTyphi caepxnposonHmero nepe
xona T c s nepoacKHTOBhiX OKCHAHhiX coenuueHHHx o6bHCHHeTCH 
Ha OCHOBe aHrapMOHHqecKOH MOAeJIH CBepxnpOBOAHHKa C CTpyK
TypHOHeyCTOHqHBOH pemeTKOH. TioKa3aHO, qTO HaJIHqHe aHrapMOHH
qecKHX JIOKaJibHhiX B036y)J(,neHHH, aMnJIHTy,na <f>JIYKTyauHH KOTO
pb!X 3HaqHTeJihHO npeBhiWaeT aMnJIHTYAY rapMOHHqecKHX KOJie6a
HHH, npHBOAHT K yseJIHqeHHIQ KOHCTaHTbl CBH3H A . TionyqeHHbie 
oueHKH AJIH T c cornacy!QTCH c AaHHhiMH AJIH coenHHeHHH 
La(Y)BaCuO. 

Pa6oTa BhinOJIW'Ha s Jla6opaTopHH TeopeTuqecKoH ¢H3HKH 
011HI1. 

llpenpHHT 06'he.UHHetmoro HHCTHTYTa II.UepttLIX Hccne.uosmum.Jly6Ha 1987 
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A considerable enhancement of the superconducting transition 
temperature T c in perovskite oxide compounds is explained in the 
framework of the anharmonic model for superconductors with struc
turally unstable lattices. It is shown that anharmonic local excitations 
with fluctuation amplitudes much greater than harmonic vibrations 
amplitudes lead to a considerable enhancement of the eoupling 
constant A. The obtained estimations for T c are in agreement with 
experimental data for La( Y )BaCuO systems. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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